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We present experimentally derived potential curves and spin-orbit interaction functions for the strongly
perturbed A 1�u

+ and b 3�u states of the rubidium dimer. The results are based on laser-induced fluorescence
and optical-optical double-resonance polarization spectroscopy measurements combined with earlier laser-
induced fluorescence data. We used an analytic potential �Hannover form� incorporated in a discrete variable
representation of the Hamiltonian matrix for numerical energy-level calculation. A previous vibrational assign-
ment of the A levels is confirmed, and very probable vibrational assignment for the b levels is also obtained.
Currently, the rms residual of our fit is 0.053 cm−1 as compared to the typical experimental uncertainties that
are estimated to be 0.005 cm−1. Fitted diagonal and off-diagonal spin-orbit functions are obtained and com-
pared with ab initio calculations by all electrons and effective core pseudopotential methods. Analysis of the
computational results yields an explanation for the ubiquitous single minima in these spin-orbit functions,
which can be represented approximately by Morse-type functions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The lowest electronically excited states of alkali-metal
dimers for long have been of interest as gateway or “win-
dow” states for the excitation of higher singlet or triplet lev-
els �1�. Quite recently, various low-lying excited states of
alkali-metal dimers have also been used as intermediaries in
the production of ultracold molecules, as for RbCs �2�, LiCs
�3�, KRb �4,5�, Rb2 �6�, and Cs2 �7–10�. Except for one re-
cent case noted below, the lowest-excited states above the
2S+ 2S limit, namely, the A 1��u�

+ and b 3��u� states �where
the ungerade designation applies only to homonuclear spe-
cies�, typically have not been used in such excitation
schemes, partly because their energy-level structure is com-
plicated by strong spin-orbit �SO� interactions. Recently, new

methods �11–16� have been developed to analyze and model
spectroscopic data on these highly perturbed states. As is
evident from the discussion below, each effort to perform a
“global analysis” of all available data on these two electronic
states raises new questions about what Hamiltonian elements
and functions are required and what data are required to de-
termine the parameters so as to achieve a fit with residuals
comparable to experimental uncertainties.

In regard to the effort to make ultracold molecules and
Bose-Einstein condensates thereof, homonuclear species,
such as Rb2, do offer the interesting conceptual challenge of
the effect of nonspherically symmetric particles in a conden-
sate �17�, and furthermore the cold atoms can be prepared
with fewer lasers than required for dual-species systems.
87Rb atoms were the first to be used for a dilute gas Bose-
Einstein condensate �18�, and they remain the most com-
monly used species for BEC studies. Photoexcitation of cold
Rb atoms �19–21� primarily leads to long-range molecular
states with energies near the 5 2S+5 2P limits. A character-
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ization of the lower parts of these potentials may be useful in
modeling excitation transfer pathways from cold atoms to
cold molecules. Spectral information on the lower levels of
these states can only be obtained by excitation from thermal
distributions of electronically ground-state molecules, as in a
heatpipe oven or possibly a molecular beam.

As a route to cold ground-state molecules from a Fesh-
bach resonance �FR�, the A and b states of homonuclear
species do not have the special advantage that they do for
heteronuclear species, as discussed by Stwalley �22�. For
homonuclear species, excitations from a 3�u

+ cannot go di-
rectly to either the A 1�u

+ or b 3�u ungerade states. There
remains the possibility of using the X 1�g

+ component of a
FR or cold atom collision to excite to the A 1�u

+ component
of an upper-state level, as has been done recently with Cs2
�9,10�. In the latter work, two two-photon steps were used to
connect a FR level via X�v=73, J=2� to X�v=0, J=0� �ef-
ficient transfer is the next goal�. Results of a detailed analysis
of Cs2 A-b state level structure �23� were used in �10� and
such an analysis is clearly of interest for analogous experi-
ments with Rb2. The present study does not reach to very
high levels of the A state that are directly excited from the
most prominent Feshbach resonance but is a required first
step.

There has been impressive progress in data acquisition
and analysis for the heteronuclear A and b states from work
on NaK �24–28� to more recent work on NaRb �14,29�,
NaCs �15�, and RbCs �13�. For NaRb and NaCs, vibrational
assignments of both states have been reliably determined,
and the perturbative interactions have been modeled to an
accuracy of 0.01 cm−1 or better. Higher-order spin-orbit ef-
fects were included in �15�, and there was quite good agree-
ment between empirically extracted and ab initio potentials.
The heteronuclear alkali diatomics have attracted special in-
terest because their ground-state permanent dipole moments
offer interesting possibilities for studies of degenerate gases
of ultracold particles with strong anisotropic interactions.

There has also been a succession of studies of the A and b
states of the lighter homonuclear alkali dimer species Li2
�30–33�, Na2 �16,34–37�, and K2 �11,12,38–41�. For Na2
�16�, data now extend almost continuously from the lowest
vibrational levels to the atomic limit. An analysis of data on
the A and b states of Cs2 �23� noted above is in preparation.
Regarding Rb2, certain regular patterns in the level structure
of the A and b states were observed �42�, but a comprehen-
sive analysis was not carried out.

This paper presents a detailed model of the energy-level
structure of the A and b states of Rb2. In all the above-cited
studies of the A-b complex in alkali-metal dimers, the spin-
orbit coupling functions are important elements because they
produce singlet-triplet mixing and fine-structure splitting.
Most �but not all� ab initio calculations of these particular
molecular spin-orbit functions yield a function with a mini-
mum significantly below the value at the asymptotic limit.
This behavior has been approximated as a Morse function in
empirical fits �16�. As there have been occasional dissenting
suggestions, in this study we take pains to establish that this
generic form holds both for empirical and ab initio spin-orbit
functions, and we also suggest reasons why this form pre-
vails.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe
experimental techniques used in Lyon and at Temple Univer-
sity to obtain high-resolution spectra. Section III describes
the model used to fit the data. Section IV discusses fitted
spin-orbit functions and also ab initio spin-orbit functions
calculated from two different approaches, while Sec. V gives
a short summary and conclusion.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Doppler limited absorption spectroscopy of the strong
A-X system in heavier alkali-metal dimers yields rich spectra
that are perturbed and incompletely resolved. The work per-
formed here overcomes the latter problem either by record-
ing sub-Doppler excitation spectra using optical-optical
double-resonance �OODR� polarization spectroscopy or by
recording high-resolution dispersed fluorescence. In both
cases, upper-state term values are obtained by adding mea-
sured transition wave numbers to lower-state energies, which
were determined accurately from the work of Seto et al. �43�.
The experimental data in �43�, from Laboratoire Aimé Cot-
ton �LAC�, had been obtained with the primary goal of ac-
curately characterizing the ground �X 1�g

+� state, and a by-
product of this was the determination of several hundred
upper-state �A-b� term values. However, an accurate charac-
terization of the levels of the A-b complex requires more
extensive data than for the X state because there are two
potentials and two spin-orbit functions rather than a single
potential. To extend the data on the lowest vibrational levels
of A 1�u

+, we performed additional observations of laser-
induced fluorescence �LIF�. In addition, our OODR polariza-
tion spectroscopy observations provide data on extended se-
ries of rotational levels, which were quite useful as noted
below.

A. LIF data

The technique of dispersed laser-induced fluorescence is
well suited to investigate strongly coupled A and b states of
Rb2. Levels of the b 3�u state below v=0 of the A state or
with �p�0+ �i.e., levels that are not strongly mixed with the
A state� are only weakly excited and do not fluoresce
strongly enough for this technique to be effective. To obtain
information on the lowest part of the A state potential, we
excited molecules in low levels of the X 1�g

+ ground state to
low vibrational levels of the A 1�u

+ state and used a Fourier
transform interferometer for detection. A linear heatpipe was
loaded with a �1 g sample of Rb metal plus argon �P
=13 Torr� as a buffer gas. The central zone �15 cm long�
was maintained at 530 K. Fluorescence was excited with
emission from a CR 899 �Coherent Inc.� Ti:sapphire laser
equipped with long-range optics, at wavelengths 885–970
nm, concentrating particularly on the 0–6 and 1–6 A-X bands
around 10 360 and 10 460 cm−1. The laser could only be
tuned manually �by adjustment of the cavity etalons� to se-
lect cavity modes, so the output wavelength was not neces-
sarily in perfect resonance with a maximum of a molecular
transition. Because of this, we estimate the wave-number un-
certainty to be �0.005 cm−1 in the spectra, and this was
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verified by the residuals obtained in the fitting procedure.
Output power from the laser varied from 100 to 400 mW,
according to etalon adjustments, but was in most cases close
to 150 mW.

Backward fluorescence was recorded at an instrumental
resolution �0.05 cm−1 on a Fourier transform interferom-
eter �Bomem DA3�. Both Si-avalanche ���950 nm� and
InGaAs �900���1600 nm� photodiode detectors were
used. With the InGaAs detector, ��950, 1000, or 1100 nm
filters reduced laser scatter from the heatpipe windows. The
Si-avalanche detector records fluorescence to low vibrational
levels of the ground state, where spectra were usually less
complicated, while the InGaAs detector was invaluable since
fluorescence is often strongest �and shows rotational relax-
ation� in transitions to high v� levels in the ground state.
Spectra were recorded over a wide range �typically
2000 cm−1� to measure sufficient rovibrational intervals to
discriminate properly between isotopomers.

An example of an LIF+FTS spectrum of Rb2 is given in
Fig. 1. About 60 such spectra were recorded in Lyon. Typi-
cally, each contained fluorescence series from about 5 A-b
levels. Some series included data with �J= �2, �4. . . �14,
through rotational relaxation. From the parameters for the
ground state �43�, we have calculated the term values of the
A state by adding the fluorescence transition energy to the
energy of the excited rovibronic level of the ground state.
The X state �Gv,J values are predicted to within 0.001 cm−1

from the parameters of �43�, which imposes no limitation on
the fivefold larger uncertainties we claim for the excited-state
term values. About 450 new term values for the 85Rb2 and
85Rb87Rb dimers have been added to previous data from
LAC.

B. OODR polarization spectroscopy

The OODR polarization spectroscopy was performed at
Temple University to explore more energy levels in the A-b
complex and therefore to improve the quality of the overall
fit to the A-b term value data. The two-color OODR polar-
ization spectroscopy technique used here has been described

in earlier papers �39�, but in this work, weaker rotational
satellites were recorded in addition to the R , P doublets ex-
pected from a single polarized ground state. Briefly, a V-type
optical-optical double-resonance excitation scheme with in-
dependent pump and probe lasers was employed. A single
mode cw CR 699–29 Autoscan DCM dye laser �power at-
tenuated to �30 mW� was the pump laser. The probe laser
was a single mode cw CR 899–29 Autoscan Ti:sapphire laser
�power attenuated to �4 mW� with midwavelength optics.
The stronger DCM dye laser �calibrated using an iodine atlas
�44,45�� was set at a fixed frequency resonant with a few
rovibronic transitions in the B 1�u-X 1�g

+ system known
from the high-resolution studies �46�, thus, labeling a selec-
tion of rotational levels in the ground state. The Ti:sapphire
probe beam calibrated using optogalvanic spectroscopy of
uranium �47� was tuned across the A 1�u

+←X 1�g
+ band sys-

tem, in the spectral range of 11 380–12 572 cm−1.
The Rb2 molecules were prepared in a heatpipe oven

heated to 480 K with 1 Torr argon as a buffer gas. The
stronger pump beam was circularly polarized by using a
Babinet Soleil compensator �Karl Lambrecht�. The linearly
polarized probe beam and circularly polarized pump beam
counterpropagated and crossed at the center of the heatpipe
at a small angle. Crossed polarizers were placed in the path
of the probe beam at either side of the heatpipe. When the
probe and pump beams share a common �lower� level, the
probe beam is affected by the optical anisotropy generated
by the pump beam. Its polarization is modified and a small
fraction of the beam passes through the second polarizer. A
photomultiplier tube �Hamamatsu R928� detects the trans-
mitted probe beam. Phase sensitive detection is performed
with an SRS 850 lock-in amplifier set to the difference fre-
quency of the pump and probe-laser beam modulation fre-
quencies. The detection sensitivity was varied in order to
enhance the signal from weak lines and thereby extract maxi-
mum information from the spectra. The information about
the excitation spectrum is contained in the transmitted inten-
sity of the probe light.

In the experiment presented in this work, molecules were
pumped primarily by two strong B←X transitions which
overlapped within their Doppler widths: the B 1�u�v�
=2,J�=70�←X 1�g

+�v�=0,J�=71� transition at
14 736.181 cm−1, and the B 1�u�v�=2,J�=85�←X 1�g

+�v �
=0,J � =84� transition at 14 736.163 cm−1, as obtained from
the Dunham coefficients �43,46�. The measured laser wave
number was 14 736.184 cm−1.

The spectra �Fig. 2� were far more complicated than ex-
pected from these two strong pump transitions alone or with
additional contributions from other possible �weaker� pump
transitions. The additional lines were unexplained until we
realized that the anisotropic MJ distribution survives colli-
sional energy transfer �48�, and all affected levels also serve
as initial probe-laser excitation levels. Furthermore, since
more highly excited states have not yet been mapped, there is
no simple way to discriminate probe transitions that start
from the pump upper level, so such transitions also appear in
the spectra. Collisional transfer is not commonly observed in
polarization spectroscopy, but many additional collision-
induced probe transitions were recorded here because of the
high signal-to-noise ratio and the high amplification applied
to the transmitted signal.

FIG. 1. FT laser-induced fluorescence spectrum from Lyon
showing six A→X vibrational progressions excited by 	laser

=11 150.55 cm−1. In this figure, the J�=118 and 75 series are from
85Rb87Rb, while the others are from 85Rb2.
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C. Data summary

The range of the data used in this work is shown in Fig. 3.
The assigned lines and fitted term values are given in the
EPAPS data supplement �49�. In summary, there were 1413,
324, and 11 85Rb2, 85Rb87Rb, and 87Rb2 term values, respec-
tively, in the data set. However, when internal duplications
are considered, these numbers decrease to 829, 309, and 11.
The data from Temple University consisted of 85Rb2 P-R
pairs, for example. 415, 338, and 454 distinct term values
were obtained from LAC, Lyon, and Temple University, re-
spectively, including 73 term values obtained from at least
two laboratories. Clearly, it is advantageous to have data
from different sources. Instances of duplicate observations
from different experiments allowed self-consistent calibra-
tion procedures to be used.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

A. DVR Hamiltonian

The A 1�u
+-b 3�u�0u

+� electronic states in the lighter alkali-
metal dimers were first analyzed using traditional band-by-
band methods �36�, yielding G�v� ,B�v�, and coupling param-
eters for many vibrational levels. This approach was
extended �35� to include several nearby levels that are
coupled together over a range of rotational quantum num-
bers. For the A and b states of K2, this extended manifold
approach was shown to be inadequate �11�, and the merits of
a multichannel approach were demonstrated, as also shown
in �12�. Especially, when the coupling elements are larger
than the vibrational energy intervals, significant coupling oc-

curs between many levels, extending even to the continua.
Therefore, a model based on a set of vibrational levels be-
comes cumbersome because it requires many G�v�, B�v�,
and centrifugal distortion parameters, as well as coupling
parameters and second-order perturbation sums.

By contrast, numerical methods that generate the entire
manifold of eigenstates for coupled Born-Oppenheimer po-
tentials allow a simpler representation. Such methods were
introduced some time ago in �50–52� and were first applied
to diatomic molecular spectra in �53�. The terms “Fourier
grid Hamiltonian” �FGH� and “discrete variable representa-
tion” �DVR� refer to similar techniques, but FGH uses a
plane-wave basis and our particular DVR form uses particle-
in-a-box basis functions. DVR methods have now been ap-
plied to a number of systems �11–13,16�. Alternative meth-
ods for computing the second derivative of the wave function
for the kinetic-energy term in a multichannel approach have
also been developed �14,15� and have yielded excellent re-
sults for the strongly coupled A and b states of NaRb and
NaCs, respectively.

In the DVR approach, all mesh points rather than just 3 or
5 as in usual numerical differentiation procedures are used to
obtain d2 /dR2. The kinetic energy is obtained accurately with
fewer total mesh points than required in other methods. The
kinetic energy requires a full matrix over the mesh points for
each channel, while the potential-energy elements and also
spin-orbit coupling functions are diagonal over the mesh
points. To reduce the required number of mesh points, the R

FIG. 2. A part of the OODR polarization spectroscopy of Rb2

observed with circular polarization of the pump light. Two progres-
sions figure in this plot. Most of the lines recorded here are associ-
ated with the 85Rb2 B 1��v�=2,J�=70�←X 1�g

+�v � =0,J � =71�
pump transition. Ground-state J� quantum numbers for R and P
branches are indicated at the top. Probe transitions induced by the
other pump excitation �at the same excitation frequency�, B 1��v�
=2,J�=85�←X 1�g

+�v � =0,J � =84�, are labeled R�84�, P�76�, and
R�82� toward the far left. �NB amplification was reduced for the
strongest P�71� and R�71� lines; intensities are not scaled.�

FIG. 3. Data set of the Rb2 A 1�u
+-b 3�u state used for the de-

perturbation analysis. �a� 85Rb2; �b� 85Rb87Rb. Energies in this plot
are relative to the minimum of the X 1�g

+ ground state.
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coordinate is scaled as discussed below and in �54�.
The Hamiltonian that applies here consists of terms for

kinetic energy HK, potential energy HV, rotation Hrot, and
spin-orbit coupling HSO,

H = HK + HV + Hrot + HSO. �1�

Here HK=−�
2 /2�� d2 /dR2, where R is the distance be-
tween two nuclei and � is the reduced mass. The second
derivative is evaluated with DVR �52�, using a scaling func-
tion y�R�=−R0 / �R+Rs�, with inverse function U�y�=−�Rs
+R0 /y�. As discussed in �54�, after the transformation
��R�=�y� /�U��y�, the kinetic-energy term operating on
�y� becomes

HK = −

2

2�
� 1

U��y�
d2

dy2

1

U��y�
+

1

2

U�3��y�
�U��y��3 −

3

4

�U2�y��2

�U��y��4� . �2�

It so happens that for the form of U�y� chosen here, the last
two terms within the bracket in Eq. �2� sum to zero. In this
work, the values R0=1.0 and Rs=2.16 Å �4a0� were used.

In the y coordinate, the N DVR mesh points �52� are yi
=ymin+ i�y ; �y = �ymax−ymin� / �N+1�. �The particle-in-box
wave functions are identically zero at ymin and ymax.� We
have found that the simpler expressions in �52� represent the
second derivative with no loss of accuracy,

Tii� =

2

2��y
2 �− 1�i−i� � 	 �2/3, i = i�

2

�i − i��2 , i � i�. 
 �3�

This form of the kinetic energy agrees with the expression
obtained for Sinc collocation points in �55�.

The matrix elements of H1=HV+Hrot+HSO used in this
work are

�1�+�H1�1�+ = V�1�+� + �x + 2�B ,

�3���H1�3�� = V�3�0� + ��d + �x + 2��B ,

�1�+�H1�3�0+ = − �od,

�3�0�H1�3�1 = − �2xB ,

�3�1�H1�3�2 = − �2�x − 2�B , �4�

where x=J�J+1�, �=1 for �=0 and 1, and −1 for �=2, and
H1

†=H1. In the above, V�1�u
+�, V�3�u�, �d, �od, and B

=
2 / �2�R2� are functions of R. �d and �od are diagonal and
off-diagonal spin-orbit functions, respectively.

Note that the above matrix elements agree with standard
usage as in �56� except for two modifications. First, on the
right-hand side of the second line of Eq. �4�, the first two
terms are V�3�0�+��d rather than V�3�1�+ ��−1��d be-
cause the experimental data are primarily 0u

+ character. The
introduction of �=2 components into the Hamiltonian as
given above is an approximation that neglects appreciable
second-order spin-orbit shifts due to coupling to with B 1�u
and �2� 3�u

+. Such shifts act on V�3�1u� but not V�3�2u� and
thus destroy the equality in the fine-structure intervals indi-
cated in Eq. �4�. Since no data points were assigned as pri-

marily b 3�2u and since Coriolis coupling effects between
�=1 and 2 levels are small here, this approximation was
deemed acceptable. Second, the rotational terms in Eq. �4�,
as in �12,16,57�, are obtained from a Hund’s case e to case a
transformation at the atomic limit, in anticipation of an ex-
tension of the present study to the dissociation limit so as to
connect with the data in �20�. There are slight differences
with respect to the forms given in �56� below Eq. �3.2.15�,
where B�R��L2−Lz

2� �z refers to the molecular axis� is in-
cluded in the electronic energy and, hence, neglected in ex-
pressions for rotational energy, following traditional usage.
Reference �57� assumes that for all R, L2=2 for molecular
states tending to S+ P atoms. A more careful treatment might
be to use ab initio estimates for the R dependence of this
quantity, but actually the different convention amounts sim-
ply to a small shift of the Te values.

Our DVR Hamiltonian matrix has a dimension equal to
the number of R mesh points N times the number of channels
j. Here, two-channel calculations include only 1�u

+ and
3�0u+. For three-channel calculations, 3�1u levels are added
and then for four channels 3�2u is also included. The N
�N diagonal blocks map the kinetic and potential-energy
operators for each of the coupled states, while the off-
diagonal blocks �which themselves are diagonal� map the
coupling operators. Note that for each J value, a separate
diagonalization of the DVR matrix is required.

We have used the analytic expression adopted by the Han-
nover group �11,58� to represent the A and b potentials,

VSR�R� = Te + �
k=2

K

ak� R − Re

R + bRe
�k

. �5�

Having omitted a term in a1 in Eq. �5�, we can obtain

�2V

�R2 �R = Re� =
2a2

Re
2�1 + b�2 ⇒ �e =

1

10��1 + b�Re
� ha2

2�c
�1/2

,

�6�

where �, h, c, and Re are in SI units, and ak and �e are in
cm−1.

For the asymptotic regions, R�RL ,R�RR, the potential
in each case is given by

Vm�R� = cm +
dm

R�m
; m = A,b , �7�

where cm and dm are chosen to make the potential and first
derivative continuous at RL or RR, and �m is chosen to pre-
serve the general shape of the potential curves on either side
of RL or RR. Because the data do not sample the potentials at
R values near or beyond the Le Roy radius �59�, the appro-
priate value of �R is not equal to the asymptotic value of 3.
Values of RL and RR are chosen so that VA,b�RL,R� are close to
or above the turning points of the highest levels included in
the fit; but for the A 1�u

+ state, RR was beyond the range of
the data and the asymptotic form was not used.

Diagonal and off-diagonal spin-orbit functions for the A
and b states of many alkali-metal dimers �12,14–16� and also
for other states below the lowest 2S+ 2P threshold in NaK
�28,60� and RbCs �61� have exhibited a significant minimum
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at an R value somewhat greater than Re. We discuss this
feature further in Sec. IV. At this point, we state that for an
approximate representation of this behavior, the diagonal and
off-diagonal spin-orbit functions �d�R� and �od�R� have
been modeled with the Morse form. With i=d ,od,

�i�R� = pi�2� + �pi�1� − pi�2���1 − epi�4��pi�3�−R��2. �8�

The asymptotic spin-orbit splitting �pi�1� in this expression�
can be obtained from the atomic fine-structure interval. The
asymptotic values are known to be � /3 for �d and �2� /3
for �od, where � is the atomic fine-structure interval, which
is 237.598 cm−1 for the Rb 5 2P state �62�.

B. Fitting process and calculated term values

The process of fitting A and b state data discussed here
began with 424 term values from LAC �given in the EPAPS
supplementary data files from Ref. �43��. Also at LAC, a
tentative vibrational numbering for the A state was obtained
by shifting an ab initio potential by three vibrational quanta
to obtain agreement between calculated Franck-Condon fac-
tors and observed fluorescence intensities. The rms residuals
were approximately 3 cm−1 from this preliminary analysis.
Acquisition of the additional data described in Sec. II has
confirmed this vibrational numbering for the A state and led
to more accurate estimates of the potentials and spin-orbit
coupling functions.

Initial estimates for the potentials and spin-orbit functions
came from the work in LAC, using ab initio calculations
from �63,64�. In the early stages of our work, the model
Hamiltonian included only �=0u

+ components from the
A 1�u

+ and b 3�u states because there were very few term
values that could be associated with �=1 states. Later, the
matrix was expanded to include �=1 and 2 components, as
discussed below. The range of R values was typically from
2.55 to 8.70 Å, and the energy limit was 14 200 cm−1. In
view of the scaling of the R coordinate �54�, 340 mesh points
sufficed for most of the calculations. For energies up to
13 500 cm−1, calculations with this mesh agreed with calcu-
lations with 900 mesh points to within 1�10−4 cm−1. For
higher term values, the deviations between results from the
smaller and larger mesh increased and were approximately
0.02 cm−1 at 14 200 cm−1. Nevertheless, to expedite fitting,
340 mesh points were used except in the final stages, when a
four-channel Hamiltonian with 500 mesh points in each
channel was used.

In the beginning, the procedure consisted of fitting the
lowest term energy values and varying just a few parameters
to adjust the bottom of the potential wells. Progressively,
more upper-state vibrational levels were added and, there-
fore, more parameters were fitted.

A key point in this analysis was the characterization of the
v=0 level of the A state, much enhanced by the LIF data
from Lyon. Eventually, the vibrational numbering of the
b 3�0u+ manifold was also established with a high degree of
certainty. An rms residual of 0.053 cm−1 was obtained with
the value of Te�b

3�0u+�=9600.50 cm−1 given in Table I,
which identifies the J=0 b 3�0u+ level just below A�v=0,J
=0� as v=20. In contrast, when the vibrational numbering of

the b manifold is decreased by one, the rms residual is
0.184 cm−1, and when it is increased by one, the rms re-
sidual is 0.145 cm−1. Although the strongly perturbed levels
in this system do not exhibit unambiguously clear shifts with

TABLE I. Fitted parameters for the Rb2 A and b potentials and
for spin-orbit functions issued from four-channel calculation. Te, �e

�for 85Rb2�, the ak, and pi�j� , j=1,2 are in cm−1, Re, and pi�3� are in
Å, pi�4� are in Å−1, and b is dimensionless. For the asymptotic
regions, m=L ,R, Rm are in Å, cm are in cm−1, �m are dimensionless,
and dm are in cm−1�Åm

� . Numbers in square brackets denote the
power of 10. Numbers in parentheses denote three times the stan-
dard deviation of the fitted parameter as quoted by the fitting pro-
gram. The first line gives the approximate range of R values
sampled by the data �in Å�. cR, etc., are omitted for the A state
because the long-range form was not needed.

R range

A 1�u
+ state b 3�0u+ state

3.60–7.51 3.03–6.55

b 0.6 0.3

Re 4.87368�21� 4.13157�120�
Te 10749.742�39� 9600.83�900�
�e 44.58�12� 60.10�18�
a2 0.76094557 �5� 0.65607823 �5�
a3 −0.85201119�5� −0.35800523�6�
a4 −0.93357657�5� 0.33033356 �7�
a5 0.15873909 �6� −0.38950791�7�
a6 −0.12640111�7� −0.96506776�8�
a7 0.13859162 �8� 0.52001434 �9�
a8 −0.10638816�8� −0.86789973�9�
a9 −0.26604647�9� −0.44938816�8�
a10 0.66039444 �9� 0.54194416 �9�
a11 −0.63085775�8� 0.10897184 �10�

For R�RL
a

RL 3.68246 3.0067

cL 0.587688 �4� 0.452737 �4�
dL 0.854960 �7� 0.5722619 �6�
�L 4 4

For R�RR
a

RR 9.80 6.3936

cR 0.116328 �5�
dR −0.1171404�9�
�R 4.42294

Spin-orbit parametersb

�od �d

p�1��Fixed� 112.005 79.200

p�2� 75.057�70� 61.611�800�
p�3� 5.4940 6.1465

p�4� 0.40168 0.41377

aEquation �7�.
bEquation �8�.
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isotopic mass, nonetheless, the data on the 85Rb87Rb and
87Rb2 isotopomers were important for the determination of
the vibrational numbering of the b 3�0u+ manifold.

To indicate the quality of the fit, the residuals for each
term value are plotted in Fig. 4�a�. Almost 80% of the ob-
served levels have a dominant singlet character and the rest
have triplet character as shown in Fig. 4�b�.

The fitted potentials, along with ab initio adiabatic poten-
tials from �64� are shown in Fig. 5.

Calculated and observed term values showing the extent
of the perturbed data for low vibrational levels of the A state
are presented in Fig. 6. In this plot, 0.017J�J+1� has been
subtracted from each term value so as to clarify the extent of
data in each vibrational level and to display the perturbation
effects more clearly. As can be seen, some of the observed
rotational sequences in low levels of the A state penetrate the
avoided crossing zones and thereby provide accurate infor-
mation on the spin-orbit coupling functions. More extensive
plots of term values, covering the full range of the data used
in this work, are given in �49�.

Figure 6 also shows that in the region of the low vibra-
tional levels of the A state, levels that are predominantly
b 3�0u+ are distinguished from those that are predominantly
A 1�u

+ by having steeper slopes of energy vs J�J+1�. At
higher energies, beginning actually with A�v=3�, the behav-
ior of energy vs J�J+1� often exhibits an intermediate slope,
indicating that these wave functions have a highly mixed
character.

Another perspective on the mixing of the two wave-
function components is shown in Fig. 7, which displays re-
sults for J=0 wave functions from two-channel calculations.
For the level at 10 791.4 cm−1 �top plot�, the A component is
significantly larger than the b 3�0u+ component. However,
the singlet-triplet mixing is larger than might be expected
from considering Fig. 6 because in this region, the wave
functions are associated with the adiabatic potentials shown
as dashed lines in Fig. 5 �from ab initio calculations�, which
change character with R. For the other two cases, the overall
fraction of A character is smaller, but in certain small regions
of R, the A character dominates. This behavior will be re-
flected in calculated Franck-Condon factors, which depend
on the overlap of particular components with other particular
wave functions.

Figure 7 also displays the special properties of coupled-
channel wave functions. The solid lines in the bottom two
plots, in particular, show that the nominally A 1�u

+ channel

FIG. 4. �a� Residuals of the A 1�u
+-b 3�0u+ fit. The rms residual

was 0.053 cm−1. �b� The percentage of the triplet component in the
highly perturbed levels A-b complex. Almost 20% of the observed
levels have a percentage of triplet character higher than 50% and
most of these occur below 12 000 cm−1.

FIG. 5. Fitted diabatic potentials for A 1�u
+ and b 3�0u+ states

�solid curves� in comparison with ab initio adiabatic potentials from
�64� �dashed lines�. Above v=2 of the A state, vibrational levels are
too highly mixed to assign to one state or the other. The coupled-
channels eigenstates are labeled by ncc �not a quantum number�,
which simply counts levels of both A and b states.

FIG. 6. For 85Rb2, observed energies and energies calculated
from a two-channel Hamiltonian shown for the region near v=0 of
the A 1�u

+ state and above. 0.017J�J+1�cm−1 has been subtracted
from the energies so as to approximately remove the rotational en-
ergy and keep an entire vibronic level within the plotted area. Dots
represent calculated term values for the A and b states. Crosses and
circles represent experimental data obtained at Lyon and Orsay,
respectively. The mixing between singlet and triplet characters be-
comes very strong above v=2 of the A state.
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wave function acquires some of the shorter-wavelength os-
cillations of the b 3�0u+ channel. In the DVR Hamiltonian, at
each value of R, there exists both �1� coupling elements
along the diagonal of the off-diagonal blocks and �2� mixing
with other R values in the same channel by the kinetic-
energy operator. Since �1� and �2� act simultaneously, each
component of each coupled-channel eigenfunction contains
some effects of mixing between singlet and triplet.

After fits with the two-channel Hamiltonian had con-
verged, we noticed several regions in which avoided cross-
ings in the rotational progressions could be identified that
were not associated with coupling between A 1�u

+ and
b 3�0u+ levels as depicted in Fig. 6. We attributed these ad-
ditional avoided crossings to the effect of b 3�1u levels,
which are coupled to the �=0 component of the mixed
states by the �3�0�H�3�1 element in Eq. �4�. Accordingly,
we introduced fine-structure splitting and this Coriolis term
into three-channel and four-channel Hamiltonian matrices.
By trial and error adjustments of the pi parameters for �d, we
were able to model quite accurately all six regions of
avoided crossings in the rotational structure, ranging from
E=10 967 to 11806 cm−1. Two such cases are shown in Fig.
8, which shows results from both two-channel and three-
channel calculations.

When the fine-structure splitting was modeled as dis-
cussed above, the rms residual diminished from 0.067 cm−1

to the value of 0.053 cm−1 quoted above. To obtain an esti-
mate for the �d�R� function, the lengthy progressions of ro-
tational lines were crucial. Note also that Fig. 8, with its
magnified energy scale, shows the quality of the fits more

clearly than Fig. 6, which more generally shows the extent of
the data over the plotted region. The Morse-function param-
eters pi for �d are given in Table I.

Despite the addition of b 3�1u and b 3�2u components to
the Hamiltonian, there were certain regions where systematic
deviations between observed and fitted term values persisted.
Figure 9 shows a region in which the rotational progression
exhibits an anomalously narrow 1�u

+-3�0u+ avoided crossing,
evidently due to an effective cancellation in the coupling
element. It is possible that these levels are especially sensi-
tive to higher-order effects or these residuals may be demon-
strating that the Morse-function form of the off-diagonal
spin-orbit function is inadequate. However, in contrast to the
situation with the A and b states of Na2 �16�, the use of the

FIG. 7. Two-channel wave functions for J=0, showing the rela-
tive contributions of the singlet and triplet components for three
eigenfunctions at energies near A�v=0�. Note that the component
wave functions are not eigenfunctions of the separate singlet and
triplet potentials.

FIG. 8. Observed and calculated term values in regions where
avoided crossings occur in the rotational progressions, due to the
presence of b 3�1 levels. �a� and �b� show calculated two-channel
eigenvalues, while �c� and �d� show four-channel eigenvalues in
which the �=1 levels appear.

FIG. 9. Observed and calculated term values near an anoma-
lously narrow A 1�u

+-b 3�0u+ avoided crossing, showing relatively
large residuals that repeated efforts in the fitting procedure failed to
significantly diminish. Large dots represent experimental term val-
ues; small dots are term values calculated with fitted parameters.
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ab initio spin-orbit functions rather than fitted SO functions
in the least-squares fit did not diminish the variance.

The potential parameters ak and the fitted values of Te and
Re for the A 1�u

+ and b 3�u states from a four-channel Hamil-
tonian calculation are listed in Table I.

The vibrational parameters �e given in Table I have been
obtained from Eq. �6� using the fitted values for a2, Re, and
b. Table II presents a comparison of the present results with
parameters from ab initio calculations.

IV. SPIN-ORBIT FUNCTIONS

The spin-orbit coupling manifests itself in the excited
spectrum of all alkali-metal molecules and is especially im-
portant in the heavier species such as Rb2. In the atomic
limit, the splitting of the excited 2P energy level into sublev-
els 2P1/2 and 2P3/2 gives rise to two lines in the atomic spec-
tra of alkali metals. These spin-orbit effects are due to the
interaction of the spinning electron with the magnetic field
created by its orbital motion around the nucleus. In this
work, empirical spin-orbit functions are obtained by fitting
the term value data. We also present ab initio spin-orbit func-
tions from two different approaches. Numerical data for both
the empirical and ab initio spin-orbit functions are given in
�49�.

A. Fitted spin-orbit functions

The fitted spin-orbit functions deduced from four-channel
computation are given in Table I. Figure 10 shows the fitted
diagonal and off-diagonal spin-orbit functions, together with
ab initio functions discussed below. However, it is important
to recognize the limitations of the fit results for these func-
tions.

For smaller SO off-diagonal coupling functions, such as
what occur in the light alkali-metal dimers, the principle of
stationary phase �70� states that only the value of the cou-
pling function at the potential crossing point Rc is sampled
by experimental observations. As indicated in Fig. 10, for the
Rb2 A 1�u

+ and b 3�0u+ potentials, Rc=5.07 Å. For the

analogous states in Na2 �16�, a wide variety of coupling
functions having identical values at R=Rc gave comparably
good fits to the data. For the large SO coupling function here,
the restriction imposed by the stationary phase approxima-
tion is relaxed, and the quality of the fit does indeed depend
on the shape of the function as well as its value at Rc. Al-
though they could not be fit explicitly, optimum values of
p�3� and p�4� were obtained by fixing these parameters over
a range of values and fitting 10 to 26 other parameters to the
data. Furthermore, when an exponential damping function
fD=1−� exp�−�R� was placed in front of the �od�R� Morse-
type function, the fit results overcompensated by favoring an
even steeper rise at small R, giving further support to the
conclusion that the data prefer that �od rises as R decreases
beyond a certain value. However, it is undoubtedly the case
that values of �od�R� near Rc are most important in the fitting
process.

For the diagonal spin-orbit function �d�R�, observations
in different vibrational levels sample different values of �R.
Here, �R values shown in Fig. 10 have been obtained from
the expectation value over R of the 3�1u component of the
coupled-channels wave function, corresponding to observed
levels that exhibit the maximum 3�1u character. For Na2
�16�, �d�R� was convincingly shown to be a decreasing func-
tion of R over a significant range of �R values. In the present
work, the observed cases of fine-structure splitting provide a
much smaller range of �R values than was the case in �16�;
but, nevertheless, �d�R� clearly exhibits a negative slope
over this region.

The derived �d�R� function is based on the differences
between observed mostly 3�1u levels and the deperturbed
3�0u+ energies obtained from the fit. Therefore, �d�R� in-
cludes second-order effects due to coupling between b 3�1u
and other �=1u states associated with the 5 2S+5 2P limit,
namely, the B 1�u and �2� 3�u

+ states. An empirical B state
potential function can be constructed from information in
�71�, and an ab initio �2� 3�u

+ potential has been calculated
by �64� and others. Using ab initio spin-orbit functions cal-
culated by the ECP-CPP-CI approach defined below, we find
that the second-order spin-orbit perturbation shift from the B

TABLE II. Comparison of present results with ab initio potential parameters. Te and �e are in cm−1, Re

is in Å. To obtain values for b 3�1u from the present work �PW�, �d�R� was added to the fitted potential for
b 3�0u+.

Ref.

A 1�u
+ state b 3�1u state

Te Re �e Te Re �e

�65� 1989 10946 4.73 49 10163 4.05 57

�66� 1990 10910 4.83 44.7 8470 4.51 42.9

�67� 1992 10723 4.85 44

�63� 2001 10829 4.90 44 9779 4.20 59

�68� 2003 11073 4.88 44.2 10145 4.19 55.0

�64� 2006 9631 4.17 55.4

�69� 2006 10853 4.87 44.2 9996 4.16 50.9

PW�ECP-CPP-CI� 10915 4.90 43.8 9777 4.19 57.7

PW�expt� 10749.74 4.87 44.6 9691 4.13 59.3
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state dominates and varies from 1.6 to 1.3 cm−1 over the
range of �R values of 4.3 to 4.6 Å. Hence, the deperturbed
�d�R� functions would be larger than that shown in Fig. 10
by these amounts.

In the large R limit, �od is larger than �d by ��2�. It is
interesting to ask what is this ratio for finite R and how the
ratio from the fitted spin-orbit functions agree with that for
the ab initio functions. Figure 10�b� shows the ratio for the
two ab initio functions out to large R and Fig. 10�c� shows
also the ratio for the fitted functions over the R range in
which they are most accurate. The ratio for the effective core
pseudopotential core-polarization potential-configuration in-
teraction �ECP-CPP-CI� approach agrees within about 3%
with the ratio from the empirical functions and, thus, the
difference is just somewhat larger than the uncertainty in the
experimental values.

B. Ab initio spin-orbit functions

Corroboration of the spin-orbit functions from ab initio
calculations is of considerable interest for Rb2. These calcu-
lations are much more difficult than for lighter alkali-metal

atoms. An extensive study of the spin-orbit coupling has
been conducted over the years on molecules lighter than Rb2
�see, for example, �12,60,72–76��. The only paper, to our
knowledge, that gives a detailed account of the R-dependent
spin-orbit effects in Rb2 is Ref. �68�. In this paper, authors
describe all-electron relativistic calculations of the Rb2
ground and excited potentials as well as the diagonal and
off-diagonal spin-orbit matrix elements between the low-
excited electronic potentials using the quasidegenerate per-
turbation theory. As was pointed out in �68�, this perturbative
approach underestimates the spin-orbit splitting at the
asymptotic limit of the 2P term by 30%.

Here we apply two different computational quantum-
chemistry methods to obtain spin-orbit coupling matrix ele-
ments. The first method, the multireference restricted-active-
space CI �MR-RAS-CI� method �work at Temple
University�, includes all electrons of the Rb2 molecule and
uses nonrelativistic numerical Hartree-Fock and Sturm func-
tions or molecular orbitals �MOs� as a basis set. The second
method �work at Moscow State University� based on a full
valence CI procedure uses the ECP, the CPP, and a Gaussian
basis set for valence electrons. More details on both methods
are given below. A comparison of the results of these two
methods and the fitted spin-orbit matrix elements allows us
to feel confident about our predictions.

The MR-RAS-CI method partitions occupied molecular
orbitals into two subsets. The subsets are the core orbitals,
which do not participate in the CI procedure and active-
valence orbitals from which we allow single, double, and
triple excitations. In addition, we use virtual or unoccupied
orbitals, which are allowed to contain up to two electrons in
the CI expansion. The core and valence orbitals are Hartree-
Fock functions and virtual orbitals are Sturm functions. The
valence and virtual orbitals form the active orbital space. The
dimensionality of the CI molecular wave function increases
rapidly with the size of the active orbital space and, there-
fore, we applied a final restrictive measure. We divide the
active orbitals into further subgroups and limit the number of
excitations from each group. We believe that the above re-
strictions do not lead to substantial degradation of the mo-
lecular wave function.

The total molecular wave function �� of the nonrelativ-
istic many-electron Hamiltonian is formed as the linear com-
bination,

�� = �
�

C���� , �9�

where ��� is a many-electron molecular Slater determinant,
constructed as an antisymmetrized product of molecular or-
bitals. The CI coefficients C� are obtained by solving a gen-
eralized eigenvalue matrix problem.

For the Rb2 molecule, electrons up to the 3d10 shell are
included in the core. The nine 4s2, 4p6, and 5s or 5p valence
electrons for each atom are held in active-valence space. In
addition, we use the ten virtual orbitals from 4d to 7d to
complete the active space. The dynamics of all electrons in a
molecule is accounted for in our calculation. This allows us
to properly describe the spin-orbit effects at small internu-
clear separations.

FIG. 10. �a� Fitted and ab initio diagonal and off-diagonal spin-
orbit functions. �R values for the limited number of observed
b 3�1u levels are denoted by thin vertical lines; while Rc, the R
value at the A 1�u

+-b 3�0u+ crossing, is identified by a longer verti-
cal line. The ab initio results are obtained by authors �S.K.� �MR-
RAS-CI� and �A.V.S.� �ECP-CPP-CI�. The inset shows values of
�d�R� for R values over the region of the observed �R. �b� For the
two ab initio methods, this plot shows the ratio �d to �od /��2�,
which is unity in the large R limit. �c� The same ratio as in �b� from
the ab initio functions and also the fitted function over the R range
for which the fitted function is most accurate.
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The spin-orbit functions between two total molecular
wave functions are the matrix elements ����HSO��, where
HSO is the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian given by

HSO = Hsso + Hsoo. �10�

The first term is a one-electron operator that describes the
“spin-same-orbit” interaction, which in atomic units is given
by

Hsso =
�2

2 �
N

�
i

ZN

riN
3 l�iN · s�i, �11�

where the sum N is over all nuclei and the sum i over all
electrons, ZN is the charge of nucleus N, riN denotes the
distance between the ith electron and the Nth nucleus, and �

is the fine-structure constant. The operator l�iN is the orbital
angular momentum between electron i and nucleus N and s�i
is the spin of electron i. The second term of Eq. �10� de-
scribes the “spin-other-orbit” contribution,

Hsoo = −
�2

2 �
i�j

1

rij
3 �r�ij � p� i� · �s�i + 2s� j� , �12�

where the sums i and j are over all electrons, rij denotes the
interelectron separation, and p� i is electron momentum opera-
tor.

In the ECP-CPP-CI calculations, the inner-core shells of
the rubidium atom �Ar�3d10 are replaced by a spin-orbit av-
eraged nonempirical ECP, leaving 18 outer-core and valence
electrons of Rb2 dimer for explicit treatment. The shape con-
sistent spin-averaged and spin-orbit Gaussian basis sets come
from Ref. �77�, while the �7s7p5d3f� Gaussian valence basis
set was taken from Refs. �29,78�.

The optimized MOs are constructed from the solutions of
the state-averaged complete active space self-consistent field
problem for the lowest �1–4� 1,3�+ and �1–3� 1,3� elec-
tronic states taken with equal weights �79�. The resulting
active space consists of 14	 and 10� MOs. The dynamical
correlation effects are introduced by the internally contracted
multireference configuration-interaction �MRCI� method
�80�, which is applied for only two valence electrons keeping
the rest frozen, i.e., in a full valence �two-electrons� CI
scheme. The l-independent CPP taken in the Müller-Meyer
form �81� is employed together with the above small core
ECP to take into account implicitly the residual core-
polarization effects �82�. The original ECP spin-orbit Gauss-
ian coefficients �77� are scaled by a factor of 1.17 and the
exponential parameter of the CPP cutoff function �c
=0.395a0 is adjusted in order to reproduce the experimental
fine-structure splitting of the lowest-excited Rb�5 2P1/2;3/2�
state. The required individual spin-orbit matrix elements for
a given pair of states �ij

so�R�= ���i
el��i�il�is�i�� j

el�r� are evalu-
ated in the basis of the zeroth-order �spin-averaged� MRCI
wave functions �i

el�r� ;R� corresponding to the pure Hund’s
coupling case �a� scheme. All electronic calculations are per-
formed with the MOLPRO v.2008.1 program package �83�.

Results of both ab initio calculations of the diagonal �d
= �3��HSO�3� and the off-diagonal �od= �1�+�HSO�3� ma-
trix elements are shown in Fig. 10. The MR-RAS-CI calcu-

lated value for �d�R���od�R�� is 76.6 cm−1 �109.3 cm−1� at
16 Å �15.0 Å�, as compared with the expected values
�a /3=79.2 cm−1 ��2�a /3=112.0 cm−1� for R→�, where
�a is the splitting between the atomic 2P1/2 and 2P3/2 levels
of Rb.

There are two reasons for the R dependence of the spin-
orbit coupling matrix elements. First, it is due to the change
in CI coefficients of the total molecular wave function with
R. The second effect is the 1 /r3 dependence of the spin-orbit
Hamiltonian, where r is the distance of the electron from the
nuclei, which is then reflected in an R dependence. From
various test calculations, we obtain the following explanation
for the form of the spin-orbit functions. The decrease in mag-
nitude from large R to approximately 6 Å is associated with
the decrease in the p atomic wave-function component in the
molecular wave function over this region. The increase in
magnitude of both �d�R� and �od�R� for R less then 6 Å is
associated with the penetration of the 5p electron, which has
an average radius of 4.0 Å, of one atom into the core orbit-
als of the other. The 5p electron probability density near the
5s atom excites some of the core electrons on this atom
producing open inner-shell orbitals. In addition, the spin-
same-orbit interaction of the 5p electron near the 5s atomic
nucleus and the spin-other-orbit interactions in this region
also enhance the spin-orbit effect as R decreases.

V. FRANCK-CONDON FACTORS

One motivation for acquiring and analyzing data on the A
and b states of Rb2 is to facilitate the production of cold

FIG. 11. Franck-Condon factors for transitions to A-b levels
from various X state vibrational levels.
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molecules using excitation from Feshbach resonance states.
The scheme as demonstrated in �10� with Cs2 could also be
used with Rb2, although the required magnetic field may be
much larger. One might imagine excitation from the Fesh-
bach resonance at 1007 G �84� to some A-b level followed
by a stimulated decay to an X state level bound to some
degree followed by a second excitation to another A-b level
and stimulated decay to v=0 of the X state. However, our
estimate of the 1007 G Feshbach resonance X 1�g

+ compo-
nent wave function indicates that the predominant antinode
occurs near 30 Å and, thus, would lead to adequate excita-
tion strengths for higher levels of the A 1�u

+ state than are
included in the present analysis. We present plots of A-b
←X Franck-Condon factors over a range of vibrational lev-
els of the X state and A-b level energies, in Fig. 11, to give an
estimate of the limitations on the range of v�X� that the sec-
ond step imposes on the first step of transfer from the Fesh-
bach resonance. In addition, �49� includes tables of Franck-
Condon factors for �a� excitations from X state levels v �
=0–15, J � =0, 40, 80, 120, and 160 and �b� for excitations
from X state J � =0, v � =0–122.

VI. CONCLUSION

The detailed energy-level structure of the strongly
coupled A 1�u

+-b 3�u states of Rb2 has remained an unre-
solved problem for a long time due to inadequate data, and
also because numerical methods for modeling such cases of
strong spin-orbit coupling have been developed only re-
cently. Additional high-resolution Fourier transform spectra
�FTS� obtained by the LIF technique, together with optical-

optical double-resonance polarization techniques, have sig-
nificantly extended the available data. FTS data on the low-
est vibrational levels �v��3� of the A 1�u

+ state to the ground
state have been especially useful in characterizing both the A
and the b states.

Some six instances of avoided crossings in extended ro-
tational progressions have been identified as due to 3�1u lev-
els. From these cases, three- and four-channel calculations
have made possible a characterization of the spin-orbit split-
ting in the b state. Both this “diagonal” spin-orbit splitting as
well as the “off-diagonal” spin-orbit function connecting the
A 1�u

+ and b 3�0u+ states exhibit a Morse-function-like form,
as found in other alkali dimer species. Analysis of the ab
initio wave functions for Rb2 indicate that this form is due to
a decrease in p character in the wave function as R decreases
from �, together with an overlap of p electrons from one
nucleus with the s and core electrons on the other nucleus, at
small values of R. The spin-other-orbit part of the Hamil-
tonian plays an important role in the latter regime.

An extension of this analysis to higher energies could
provide a direct link between the spectroscopic and photoas-
sociation data on 0u

+ states of Rb2 �20�.
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